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Background: With the aim of identifying common bleeding sites and probable parent vessels in “small” primary pontine hemorrhages, we reviewed computerized tomographic scans of 20 patients with hematomas <2.5 cm in diameter.

Summary of Report: We used scans depicting the upper and lower pons and plotted the centers of the hematomas, assuming them to be a probable source of bleeding. No predilection sites were found on the axial plane.

Conclusions: Both the paramedian and the long and short circumferential arteries were probable sources of hemorrhage in the present series. (Stroke 1991;22:1309–1311)

The advent of computed tomography (CT) has demonstrated “small” primary pontine hemorrhages with minimal neurologic deficits with increasing frequency compared to the pre-CT era.1-8 Today, magnetic resonance imaging not only locates the clot better but may allow estimates of the time interval from the ictus, even in the subacute and chronic stages.9

Although the autopsy group shows most primary pontine hematomas to be located in the tegmentum3 or at the junction of the basal and tegmental pons,10 increasing recognition of “small” primary pontine hemorrhages suggests a wider distribution of bleeding sites within the pons.7,8,11-13 We reviewed the CT findings of 20 patients with hematomas <2.5 cm in diameter and here present our findings.

Subjects and Methods
Over the past 6 years, we admitted to our clinic 54 patients with CT-documented pontine hemorrhage. Fifty-one of these patients (34 men and 17 women, aged 40–82 years; average, 59.2 years) were diagnosed as having primary pontine hemorrhage, excluding other etiologies by their clinical analysis, magnetic resonance imaging, and cerebral angiography.

To evaluate the source of the bleed, we determined the center of the hematoma on the CT to be the bleeding site in each case. Because this assumption would apply better to smaller lesions, the present study was focused mainly on hematomas <2.5 cm in diameter. According to hematoma size, 51 patients were divided into three groups. Group A consisted of hematomas <1.5 cm in diameter; group B, 1.5–2.5 cm; group C, >2.5 cm.

There were 11 patients in group A (seven men and four women, aged 51–67 years; average, 58.9 years); nine in group B (eight men and one woman, aged 43–67 years; average, 57.8 years); and 31 in group C (19 men and 12 women, aged 40–82 years; average, 61.0 years). All the patients in groups A and B were alive at the latest follow-up.

We also reviewed risk factors, such as hypertension and diabetes mellitus, in each group. None of the patients in these three groups was on anticoagulant therapy or had any bleeding disorder or systemic arteritis.

The CT images were 1.0 cm thick, and the centers of the hematomas were plotted on figures depicting the upper or lower pons in each group.

Results
Figures 1 and 2 show the estimated centers of the hematomas in each group. In group A, the centers of the hematomas tended to lie off the midline, predominantly in the tegmental region or at the junction of the basal and tegmental pons (Figure 1). In group B, they tended to lie in the midline, partially because of the larger size of the hematoma. In some cases in both groups, they were located within the basal pons (Figure 2).

These figures show that there are no specific bleeding sites on the axial plane. Although none of the
hematomas extended into the medulla oblongata, one in group A and two in group B involved the midbrain. Hypertension was noted in 10 of 11 cases in group A, seven of nine cases in group B, and 22 of 31 cases in group C. Diabetes mellitus was found in two of 11 cases in group A, two of nine cases in group B, and none of 31 cases in group C. The four patients with diabetes mellitus also had hypertension. Thus, it is obvious that hypertension is a risk factor of primary pontine hemorrhage but that diabetes mellitus is not. There is no significant difference in the incidence of hypertension between groups A plus B and group C (p > 0.05).

Figure 3 shows representative CT images with small hematomas (group A) located centrally and laterally.

Discussion

The paramedian arteries and the long and short circumferential arteries are the two major channels of blood supply to the pons. No large individual varieties occur in the normal arterial pattern in the pons. Although tegmentum mainly is supplied by the short and long circumferential arteries, it also gets blood through the paramedian arteries. Part of the lateral tegmentum is supplied by the long circumferential arteries, which are not present in the lower pons.

Dinsdale reported that bleeding in all of 30 autopsied cases was found to occur near the junction of the basal and tegmental pons and that the source of bleeding was the distal portion of the paramedian arteries arising from the basilar artery. Nakajima et al reported from autopsies of 24 fatal pontine hemorrhages that the hematoma was located mainly near the junction of the basal and tegmental pons. Extension of hematoma to the medulla oblongata is rare, as is true in our series. In recent years, however, lateral hematomas in the pons are well recognized by CT.

Various explanations, such as rupture of microaneurysms due to angionecrosis and rupture of an arteriosclerotic vessel without any microaneurysm, have been offered to explain formation of hypertensive intracerebral hematomas. The actual mechanism cannot always be determined. Arterionecrosis, fibrinoid or hyalinoid degeneration, and lipohyalinosis are terms used to refer to the hypertensive changes in the perforating vessels.

Ishizaki reported that arterionecrosis is seen solely in the paramedian regions of the basal pons and not in the tegmentum and that the hemorrhages extended to the tegmentum secondarily. Microaneurysms are reported predominantly on the paramedian arteries originating from the basilar trunk. On the other hand, Fisher noted that in serial microscopic sections, there was no aneurysmal formation at the site of rupture, suggesting primary rupture of an artery 200 μm in
diameter to be the cause of a fatal pontine hemorrhage. Kameyama\(^1\) observed that fibrinoid degeneration was found predominantly in an artery with a diameter of 50–100 µm in the basal pons. Dinsdale\(^4\) observed arteriosclerotic changes and hyaline degeneration, both of which may produce microaneurysms, predominantly at the junction of the basal and tegmental pons where the perforating vessels have their maximum number of branching. A lateral or a dorsolateral lesion can arise from limited hemorrhage of the circumferential arteries, whereas a central lesion can result from more extensive bleeding from the same vessel or from rupture of the paramedian arteries.\(^1\)

In this series, there seems to be no specific site for pontine hemorrhage on the axial plane because the sites of bleeding are confined neither to the paramedian area nor to the junction of the basal and tegmental pons. Thus, in agreement with the report by Caplan and Goodwin,\(^1\) our findings show that not only the paramedial arteries but also the circumferential arteries are the causative vessels for primary pontine hemorrhage.

It is obvious that hypertension is a significant risk factor for primary pontine hemorrhage, but there is no statistically significant difference in the incidence of hypertension between groups A plus B and group C. Thus, hypertension appears not to determine the hematoma size.

The wide variety of clinical presentations ranging from no neurologic deficit to a catastrophic fatality is explained by the variability in location and extension of the pontine hemorrhage. Further pathologic studies are necessary to pinpoint the responsible vessels in most primary pontine hemorrhages.
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